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NIS Memorandum 04-02

TO: TTI Researchers

SUBJECT: Researcher Web Space

Have you ever needed to easily post documents for review, committee notes, or presentations from conferences for folks outside of TTI? If so, the new Researcher Web Space is exactly what you need. Beginning today, you can establish up to 20 MB of web space for your specific research needs. NIS has designed an easy-to-use application that allows you to turn on your web space, add files, and add password protection as appropriate. You can begin setting up your web space by logging into the “My Stuff” section of TTINet and accessing “My Web Space”. If you want to learn more about “My Stuff”, please review the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) on TTINet.

The Researcher Web Space will replace some of the functions of the TTI FTP site as a more secure way for TTI researchers to post files on the Internet. By using My Web Space to maintain your web space, you can easily set up directories and password-protect them. This allows only specific individuals that you chose to view the content in those directories. You can post information for fellow researchers, sponsors or others you deem appropriate. The application allows you to create a simple web space by using the basic features or a more feature-rich web space based on your knowledge of HTML.

We’re excited about adding this application to the web services offered for TTI’s research community. For complete information on how you can begin setting up your web space, please review the FAQ and instructions on TTINet.

If you have questions or need assistance using the Researcher Web Space, please contact us at (979) 862-1417 or via e-mail to Mystuff@ttimail.tamu.edu.
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